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By Steve Carlton, Minnesota Council of TU Chair

rout and steelhead fishing are well
underway in Minnesota and the
surrounding area. Even with the
really ugly weather this spring, hopefully you’ve had a chance to get out and enjoy this obsession we call fishing. If not,
maybe you’ve spent some time at the tying bench. Most of my Wednesday nights
are spent tying with the friendly folks of
Laughing Trout Fly Fishing. Laughing
Trout is an informal group of fly tying
and fly fishing fans of all skill levels. We
meet at 6:30PM every Wednesday night
at the American Legion Post #118, 949
Wayzata Blvd. East in Wayzata. Paul
Johnson is one of the leaders. You can
see his fly tying column in every issue
of this newsletter. Back issues are all on
the MNTU website as well. I’ve been

tying with those folks for 19 years. It is
open to newbies so feel free to stop by.
Everyone is welcome. Laughing Trout
also invites guest speakers about once a
month. In June, they are hosting Zach
Pope from TroutRoutes. As you will
read in this newsletter, the TroutRoutes
app is a great way to find trout fishing
spots around Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin. Please take the time to read that
article, you’ll be impressed.
My next fishing excursions are a weekend on the Whitewater and, hopefully,
a few hours of self-guided fly fishing in
Croatia. Shhh-- I haven’t told my family that I am packing a seven-piece travel rod, reel and a few flies. Croatia has
some funky cool trout, so if I’m lucky

enough to catch one, I’ll shoot them
to Jade and Carl to publish in the next
MNTU newsletter. Tight lines! Time
for me to go pack...

• An Introduction to TroutRoutes
• MNTU Education Update
• Youth Series
• “Brook Trout: Spring Creek”
by Larry Gavin

Join TU Today!
Want to subscribe to this newsletter?
See the back page for details or visit
www.tu.org to join Trout Unlimited!
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Northome Elementary 4th graders observed their fingerlings swimming around under a bridge after they
raised them from eggs and released them into the Battle River in northern Minnesota. They had some of
the largest fingerlings released this year, including one that was 5 inches long!

From The Executive Director
Share the Experience

M

By John Lenczewski, MNTU Executive Director

NTU recently hired two very
skilled angler-educators to
help introduce people, especially young people, to angling. Jyssica Beireis and Alyssa Nelson have already begun offering classes in locations
around the Twin Cities area and will
be busy spreading the “fishing bug” all
summer. Although TU is a conservation
organization, we all know from firsthand
experience that catching the passion for
angling, especially trout angling, is a
great way to spark an interest in protecting waters and watersheds. You might
also consider lending them a hand for a
few hours this summer and spread the
passion. Please check MNTU’s education content (pages 11, 14 and 15) for
upcoming fishing events, and encourage
your neighbors and coworkers to give

angling a (or another) try.
Most of us got into fishing because of
a family member or friend. Many of
us have also made or cemented lasting
friendships along flowing or still waters.
And for some of you, trout fishing outings are first and foremost social endeavors. In all cases, the beauty of the places
where trout reside are part of what draws
us there.
Over the past year, several good friends
or their partners have experienced health
scares. This has me renewing my personal commitment to carve out more
time to spend with family and friends.
For many friends there is no better place
to spend time together than exploring
near or distant trout waters.

MNTU
Connections
Summer is short. Make 2019 the summer you take to nudge more friends or
family members to slow down and spend
a day wandering a stream. Don’t forget
the bug spray and sunscreen.
Tight lines!

Executive Director
John Lenczewski
jlenczewski@comcast.net
612-670-1629
www.mntu.org
MN Council of TU Chair
Steve Carlton
scarlton1@gmail.com
TU MN Editor
Jade Thomason
editor@mntu.org
TU MN Advertisement Manager
Carl Haensel
carlhaensel@hotmail.com
TU MN
Communications Coordinator
Dan Callahan
may.fly@comcast.net
Gitche Gumee Chapter
Brent Notbohm, President
blnotbohm@hotmail.com

Record crowds came to our annual Great Waters Fly Fishing Expo in St. Paul in March.
Proceeds help fund MNTU’s most crucial work.

Editor’s Angle
Get Involved with the Newsletter in 2019

A

s some of you may have seen
in last February’s issue of this
publication, we have had some
editorial changes in Trout Unlimited
Minnesota. I have taken over the role of
editor from my husband, Carl Haensel.
We have worked collaboratively on the
newsletter for years, and I’ve served
as copy editor for the last few, so this
transition won’t bring too many perceptible changes to the reader. I’d like to
acknowledge the initiative Carl took to
both bring back this publication in 2013,
and the years of volunteer effort he took
to continually create a product for the
members of Minnesota Trout Unlimited.
His dedication to publishing top content
about our fabulous local waters, conservation topics, science, art, and fishing
techniques has been appreciated by so
many.
Have an idea that you want to see written about? Want to write but don’t have

By Jade Thomason, Editor
a specific article idea? Send me an email,
we’re always looking for new writers
and ideas. Specifically, we like featuring articles on fishing streams that have
been habitat improved by MNTU. Make
a day of heading out and exploring some
water that MNTU has put work into and
shoot some photos for the publication.
Other topics we are interesting in featuring more often are “how-to” articles on
rigging, techniques, gear or other fishing
topics, spin or fly. This newsletter is put
together and written by volunteers, we’d
love to have your help.
I live between Duluth and Two Harbors.
While it snowed many multiple times in
May, and seemed to rain every other day,
all of this moisture and cool weather was
great for our steelhead. The run was long,
with quality bright fish around through
Memorial Day weekend and beyond,
thanks to moderated water temperatures
and levels. The coaster brook trout were

Headwaters Chapter
Bob Wagner, President
bob@riverwooddesign.net
218-586-2798
Hiawatha Chapter
Phil Pankow, President
pankow.phil0615@gmail.com
www.hiawathatu.org
Mid-Minnesota Chapter
Micah Barrett, President
mab83_2002@yahoo.com
Twin Cities Chapter
Janine Kohn, President
j9kohn@yahoo.com
612-564-TCTU
www.twincitiestu.org

in out in full force this spring as well,
chubby after following the steelhead and
spawning longnose suckers up into the
local rivers and feasting on eggs. Enjoy
getting out fishing this season, and while
a “cool and wet” summer has been predicted, remember that our trout will find
it a welcome respite from previous hot
and dry summers.

Win-Cres Chapter
Dr. Chuck Shepard, President
shepard@hbci.com
www.wincrestu.org

www.mntu.org
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Northeast Minnesota Trout
Then and Now
by Perry Palin

I

Northeast Minnesota in June is a rewarding and beautiful place to spend time.

n the morning the shells of our sleeping bags were wet with heavy dew.
The sky was growing lighter and
small birds were calling in the trees. I lay
on my back listening, not wanting to get
up just yet, when I heard the first snort,
a forceful “whew” from a whitetail.
Alan and I were camped on a game trail,
sleeping in the open air. The deer came
closer, blew a second loud snort from no
more than thirty feet away, stamped his
feet, and bounded off through the trees.
Alan was jarred awake by the second
blow and sat upright in his bag with a
startled “What was that?”
We lay in our bags another half hour,
then got up to put on cold shoes and stir
the coals of our cooking fire. After fried
eggs, baked beans, bread and boiled coffee, we hung our sleeping bags on a rope
stretched between two trees, and went
down to the creek to fish for brook trout.
The day before we’d left our bikes under some brush along a gravel road and
walked a mile into the woods. We spent
the night along a small North Shore
stream, twenty river miles from Lake
Superior. On the first day we caught
enough brook trout for a campfire dinner, and in the morning we fished long
enough to creel a limit --at that time it
was 10 trout apiece-- to bring home to
our families.
I grew up in the Knife River watershed
west of Two Harbors. In the 1960’s I
rode my bike to the streams within fifteen miles of home, fishing four or five
days a week during the summer break
from school. I slept in the woods
about a dozen times each sum4

mer, always along brook trout streams.
Sometimes I camped with one or two
friends. Their parents didn’t always value the benefits of their sons’ time in the
woods, and by the age of thirteen I often
camped alone.

conditions, and were most beautiful.

June was the best month, but good fishing could be found in any week of the
open season. If the water was high and
muddy with runoff, or warm in the summer, the upstream reaches were clearer
These were special times away from and cooler.
home chores and the drama of living
with sisters. I have special memories of Brook trout have a reputation for begood fishing and poor fishing, a moose ing easy to catch. It’s true that some of
and her calf in the water, a porcupine on them can be taken on almost any fly or
the trail, otters coming around the bend bait. I found that the most and the bigin a narrow stream, and birds overhead gest brookies weren’t so easy. It helped
and on the banks. Barred owls called in to have flies tailored to the water.
the dark. By day I was greeted loudly
by hawks. Once I was attacked by a pair I didn’t know anyone who tied flies or
of ravens when I wandered too close to used them. I was self-taught mostly,
their nest. Their heavy wings beat the reading outdoor magazines and the
branches of the close grown trees as they Herter’s catalog, and from my own field
dived, and I scurried away upstream.
experience. I developed patterns that
seemed to work best in my neighborI fished with bait and spinners at first, hood. My favorite had a silver tinsel
but by 1966 I learned I could catch more body, blunt cut turkey wings tenting
and bigger fish with flies than with bait. a pale yellow calf tail under wing, and
Perhaps I was a poor bait fisherman.
four turns of soft hen grizzly hackle. It
had to be size 10. Neither an 8 or a 12
When I got my first fishing car at the age would work. This fly caught a lot of fish,
of 16, my fishing horizons widened, but but it didn‘t work everywhere. In one
I rarely fished more than 40 miles from stream a size 12 Orange Fish Hawk was
home. The streams farther up the shore the best fly. Another favorite in certain
are beautiful. There was no need to drive fast water reaches was a size 10 nymph
that far. We had a lot of trout water close with a long, barred mallard tail, a fat,
to home.
gray wool body, and a palmered grizzly
hackle, trimmed to about one-eighth of
We had steelhead for a few cold weeks an inch for the entire length of the body.
in the spring, and there was a mix of I had no idea what the fish thought these
brook trout and browns in middle reach- flies were, but they ate them. Sizes 12
es of some of the streams. The head- and 10 were best for wet flies, 14 and 12
waters were reserved for the brookies. for dries.
I preferred the brook trout. They lived
in places that few people visited, would The brook trout in these small streams
bite at any daytime hour in all weather averaged about 10 inches long. There

were some smaller, younger fish, and a
very few bigger ones. In fast, open water
the fish were bright and sleek. In slower,
darker beaver ponds and slow meadows
the fish were deeper in the body and
darker in color. While ten inches was a
good average, there were larger fish in
places. A neighbor caught a few 18-inch
brookies on set lines. 12-15-inch brookies were caught in swamps and meadows
when conditions were right. A friend was
fishing a slow headwater stretch when a
mouse began to swim across the stream.
The mouse didn’t make it. The brook
trout that ate the mouse was apparently
satisfied and wouldn’t take another bite
from my friend.
I will not name any streams here. An
important part of the fishing experience
is to go out and find the fish. All of the
North Shore streams have brook trout
somewhere, and the thing is to move
around to find them.
We have better maps and data now than
we did 50 years ago. The best DNR
maps don’t show where the fish are in
any particular stream. Sometimes when
I am a mile from the road, the best fishing might be just a few yards farther on.
And I’ve caught a lot of brook trout in
streams that have never been designated
as trout water.
On the North Shore the trout are wary of
any disturbance in their environment. An
overhead fly line might be mistaken for a
kingfisher, or waves from wading might
be thought to be an otter. A slow, careful
approach is best.
The brook trout live in cool water. Lake

Left: Slow water in NorthEast Minnesota holds the largest trout.
Right: Brook trout of substantial size can be found if you cover enough water.

Superior is at 602 feet above sea level.
The lower reaches of the streams are
too warm in summer for resident trout,
and any fish that wanders over the barrier falls is pale and thin, and would best
head for the lake. A good rule of thumb
is to look for brook trout at 1000 feet
above sea level and higher.
Some stretches are full of trout less than
7 inches long. It might be a mistake to
overlook a small stream with small fish.
I have followed step-across tributaries
to hidden beaver meadows and beaver
ponds that hold above-average trout.
Those fish may not have seen another
fisherman all year, and they’ll act as if
they hadn’t had a meal in a week.
On a warm summer afternoon I crawled
on hands and knees through an alder
thicket along an ankle-deep streamlet. I
was a mile-and-a-half from the road, and
I knew what was ahead. After a 20-minute crawl, the brush opened up to a beaver meadow, 15 feet wide and more than
waist deep. I had caught nice fish here
in the past, and was looking forward

to catching some more. I was surprised
when I caught nothing at the foot of the
meadow. I walked up the bank through
the meadow grass to fish the channel.
Still no fish. I cast my wet fly to the widest part of the stream and a huge bow
wave separated from the opposite bank
and headed for my fly. I held on for the
strike that never came. A long sleek
shape dropped toward the bottom, then
swam downstream near the bank where
I stood. I was shaking at the thought of
the largest trout I had ever seen, when
an otter came to the surface, rolled onto
his back, and pushed his head out to look
at me. The otter blew a misty breath, inhaled, sank in the water and was gone.
For more than 50 years I have dreamed
of that bow wave coming across the water.
Most of my fishing on the North Shore
was 50, and more, years ago. For the
last 5 years I have gone back for a few
days each summer, and there have been
changes. There are fewer anglers now,
fewer people who will walk the swamps
and brave the mosquitoes for brook

trout. I grew up in a full-creel culture
which has transitioned to mostly catchand-release. Where a 10-inch fish was
formerly kept for the pan, now most
are returned to the water, and more of
them grow larger. In a beaver meadow
a few years ago I caught two brookies
within five minutes of one another, each
15 inches long. When I was a teenager
those fish would never have reached that
size.
There are new homes now near some of
the streams, and some of the old homesteads are gone. “No Trespassing” signs
are fewer, and I’ve seen fewer big barking dogs. A lot of streams have easements or flow through lands with friendly owners. Much of the land is public,
whether a part of a state forest or just
county-owned woodlands. Some of my
childhood fishing grounds remain without a road for several miles in any direction. This fishing is different than fishing
through the settled Driftless. It is wild,
and something to be experienced.
Access is at road crossings, but also

along hunting trails and the faint traces
of logging roads, some now 100 years
old. A friend with a solo cedar strip canoes cut his own secret carry through the
alders to a large beaver dam, flooded beyond the reach of wading fishermen, and
only 100 yards from the road. Very few
knew the dam was there.
I have memories of muddy moose tracks
at the edge of the stream, of bear cubs
in the trees, herons lifting up from the
grass, and special fish rising from the
bottom to turn with one of my flies in
their jaws. I’ll go back again to fish the
streams I fished as a youngster. Want to
try it? Don’t have a summer to explore?
You won’t be sorry if you hire one of the
guides in NE Minnesota who can bring
you to this special fishing.
Editor’s Note: Perry Palin grew up on the
MN North Shore and is currently on the Kiap-TU-Wish board. He is the author of two
books: Fishing Lessons: Stories and Lessons
from Midwest Streams, and Katz Creek and
Other Stories. Both can be found at
www.whitefishpress.com

The occasional brown trout can be found on the North Shore as well, but brook trout are the common quarry.
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Fly Fishing, Photography, and New Friends
A Story From Minnesota’s Driftless
By Micah Crider

“

This has to be at least 100 fish,” I
said, as I casually slipped my barbless hook out of the mouth of another Driftless Area brown trout. I watched
as it splashed back into the knee-deep
run it came from.
The three of us were approaching the
end of a 5-hour, bridge-to-bridge section, and although the largest fish of the
day barely exceeded the 12-inch mark, it
was a memorable experience—one that
would have never happened without a
great local fishing community.
There are many pros and cons that result from the social media-filled world
that we live in. One of the most obvious
pros that I have experienced is the ability to meet fellow fly fishing fanatics in
the area which, in turn, has led to new
friendships, endless amounts of additional knowledge, and unique experiences that I wouldn’t have had otherwise.
I had followed Norm and David’s content for a few years and was a fan of
what they were doing. Both were legitimate anglers who always seemed
to catch great fish and documented the
moments with eye-capturing photography. These were two things that I enjoy
as well: continuing to grow as an angler,
while working on my photography. So,
naturally, I had always thought it would
be fun to meet up and wet a line together.
For good or for bad, the internet has a
way of making us feel like we know people even if we have never met them. That
was the case with these two, so when I
met them this past winter at a film tour,
the conversation was natural. Norm even
stopped by my house for a few hours to
tie a few bugs. Friends are made quickly
when there is a strong common bond.
This spring, the three of our schedules
lined up for a full day of fishing. We decided to meet on a stream in southeastern Minnesota that they had fished a few
times, but was new to me. Norm and
David were coming from Lacrosse and I
was heading south from St. Paul.
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Casting in the Driftless. Micah Crider Photo.

It was a beautiful spring morning, requiring sweatshirts for the first few hours,
but allowing for layers to be shed by
late morning. Like it had been at the film
tour a few months earlier, conversation
flowed with ease and like I had known
them for years.
I figured that between the three of us, we
wouldn’t have too much trouble finding
fish, but I didn’t expect for things to pick
up as quickly as they did. Within mere
minutes of hitting the water, David had
caught several fish and Norm and I were
quick to add our own. Small streamers in
quicker-moving water seemed to be the
ticket, and as we moved upstream, we
didn’t have to walk far between the next
good hole housing multiple fish.
Even though the three of us have similar
fishing styles, there is always something
new to be learned from other anglers, so
it was fun to watch Norm and David and
see how they approached the water and

what types of flies and techniques they
preferred. It was obvious that they both
spend a lot of time on the water. You
can’t fake good casting, and these guys
could cast. Good casting generally leads
to more opportunities to land a fish, but
for us it wasn’t just about catching the
fish. It was about enjoying time in the
outdoors as friends in a region we all
enjoy, but hadn’t enjoyed together up to
this point.
The remaining hours of our trip were
full of jokes, stories and friendly competitions. Before we knew it, the bridge
we would get out at was in view. The
6-hour wade had breezed by and we realized that we hadn’t taken a picture of
a single fish. Naturally, Norm caught a
fish within a few casts and David documented our only photo of a fish that day.
Any fisherman knows, there are plenty
of poor fishing days sprinkled in between the successful ones. One of the

downsides to social media is the impression that everyone has epic fishing days
every time they go out. The reality is
everyone has tough days on the water,
where they may question their skill or
approach. Those tough days just make
the good days that much sweeter; and
when the good days happen you realize
it was never about the fish, it’s about the
people and the places with which you
spend time. A 100-fish day isn’t necessarily more successful than a 0-fish day.
In this case, making new friends and
spending time in the outdoors was the
success I will remember most from this
day.
Micah Crider is a St. Paul resident and avid
fly fishermen. While he may have a desk job
in corporate finance, he spends a majority
of his free time exploring fisheries across
the region and documenting his experiences
through photography and writing.

Left: A Driftless brown trout. Right: Wading through SE Minnesota. David Holmes Photos.

Fly Tying

With Laughing Trout Fly Fishing
By Paul Johnson

Wiese’s Bob Hopper

The Bob Hopper is a pattern that I
picked up from Walter Weise. Walter
is the head guide at Parks’ Fly Shop
in Gardiner, Montana. Walter has
some very good YouTube fly tying
videos for you to check out.

In order to speed up the tying process
for this fly, I use the Beavertail Body
Cutter from River Road Creations
in size small. That works very well
when tying this fly on a size 14, 1xlong, dry fly hook, or on a hopperstyle hook.
Just a reminder, the fly will not know
where it is going unless you take the
extra step to a put eyes on it with a
Sharpie when you get done tying!
As always, if you have any questions
or even suggestions, please let me
know.

Materials List
Hook:		

Size 14, 1x-Long,

		

Dry Fly Hook

Thread:

Uni 6/0 Red

Body: 		

2 mm Foam (Pink,

		

Purple, Tan, Olive)

Wing: 		

Caddis Tan Widows

		

Web or Puglisi-type

		

Fibers

Legs: 		

Barred Yellow 		

		

or Olive Round Rub

		

ber Legs (Size 		

		

Small)

Indicator:

2 mm Yellow Foam

Eyes: 		

Black Marker

Paul Johnson
Laughing Trout Fly Fishing
Paulwaconia@gmail.com
952-334-4688

Step 1.
Insert the hook into your vise and
lay a thread base from the eye to the
hook point. Make open spiral wraps
to the 1/2-way point on the hook.

Step 2.
Punch holes in the foam body, on at the
bottom segment and one in the middle
of the main segment.

Step 3.
Slip the bottom hole in the foam over
the hook eye and slide the foam back to
your tying thread at the 1/2-way point
on the hook.

Step 4.
Make three or four wraps of thread
around the foam at the 1/2-way point
on your hook. Advance your tying
thread to the eye.

Step 5.
Slip the top hole in the foam over the
hook eye.

Step 6.
Secure the foam with three or four
wraps of thread. Make a 45-degree
wrap on top of the foam back to the
original tie-in point.

Step 7.
Tie in a small bundle of Widow’s Web,
leaving a small clump or tuft in front of
your tying thread.

Step 8.
Apply a drop of Super Glue on the
butt ends of the Widow’s Web.

Step 9.
Fold back the foam body to form a
bullet head and secure with four or
five wraps of thread.

Step 10.
Clip the excess foam behind the
thread wraps

Step 11.
Tie in a length of rubber legs on each
side of the hook.

Step 12.
Tie in a small length of yellow foam
on top of the hook as an indicator.
Whip finish and mark the side of the
head to create eyes.
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An Introduction to TroutRoutes
A Regional Mapping Resource
by Zach Pope

I

Satellite view of the Kinnickinnic River using TroutRoutes, with designated parking spots and easements highlighted.

was introduced to fly fishing by
accident, or fate, one of the two.
In 2006, I was cleaning my grandma’s garage in St. Louis Park and found
this odd-looking bamboo fly rod that belonged to my late grandpa. I had always
been curious about fly fishing and was
immediately intrigued. Despite taking
the art up with immense engagement,
it wouldn’t be until 2013, nearly eight
years later, that I caught my first trout in
the Black Hills of South Dakota. It was
clear from the beginning that professional guiding probably wouldn’t be my
long-term profession.
But one thing was for sure, I was hooked
from the very beginning. For me, fly
fishing is just as much about exploring
new places and getting lost in the outdoors, as it is about catching trout.

I believe there are many people like me,
people who have the passion and appreciation for natural resources and the experience of fly fishing around the country, but are not sure how to get started
or where to go. It can be intimidating to
navigate new waters, figure out which
parts are public versus private, find
stream access via roads or trails, or even
where to park. While many local government agencies like the MN DNR have
done great work towards mitigating this barrier with various
8

tools and maps, even the best options
have significant limitations.
This is why I founded TroutRoutes. My
vision for TroutRoutes is to be the single
most detailed, most accurate and informative mapping solution for trout anglers across the United States. My rule
of thumb is simple; before making any
region available in TroutRoutes, I ensure
that TroutRoutes has as good or better
information on every stream than any
other single public resource I can find.
This rule of thumb applies to everything
from DNR maps to land parcel ownership databases, and even dedicated
stream maps like the Kinnickinnic River
Land Trust (KLRT) map of the Kinnickinnic River and the detailed WI DNR
Map of the Boise Brule River.
The information that is integrated into
TroutRoutes is incredibly detailed and
comprehensive. For each trout stream,
TroutRoutes provides information on
everything from public land and easements, to bridges and driving directions.
It took over twelve months to develop
and integrate a proprietary trails database, which now includes thousands of
previously undocumented trails around
trout streams. Not sure where to park?
We’ve manually created and integrated
a complete database of designated parking spots and parking lots within walking distance for every trout stream. Need

directions? Tapping a bridge access
point or parking spot gives you a link to
Google Maps, allowing you to get directions and add that location to your saved
places in Google. Curious on the landscape? Switch to satellite view to confirm that parking spot or bridge you want
to find.
In addition to integrating key information like public land and trail access, I
also wanted to create a way for anglers
to quickly identify good streams at a
glance. This is why I created a new rating and classification system. This threeclass rating system is based on several
key metrics, including amount of stream
easements, amount of public land access, and number of road and trail access
points. Anglers can identify top waters
in the map based on the color scheme.
Putting all this together, the result is a
smartphone app with an intuitive and
easy-to-use interface that is incredibly
rich with information on every trout
stream in the region. Anglers can identify good streams and public land easily; the streams are color coded based
on classification, and all stream sections
that are publicly accessible are highlighted. If an angler wants to learn more
about a stream, they can simply tap a
stream and the interface snaps to that
stream and highlights everything about
that stream. Heading to a new area for

the weekend with the family, such as a
state park or town, and not sure where
to find trout? TroutRoutes has a search
function that lets you search towns, cities, counties, state parks and much more.
This allows you to find waters you don’t
even know about for your upcoming trip
to the North Shore or maybe down to
SW Wisconsin in the Driftless area.
TroutRoutes was launched at the 2019
Great Waters Fly Fishing Expo as a free
resource available on the Apple App
Store with support for Minnesota only.
Today, with the support of Minnesota
Trout Unlimited, we are excited to make
a major release of TroutRoutes available with the publication of this newsletter. On June 15, we are expanding
TroutRoutes to support Minnesota, Iowa
and Wisconsin, adding new features like
designated DNR parking locations, and
most importantly, we are launching our
first TroutRoutes on Android! You can
download TroutRoutes on the Google
Play Store and Apple App Store.
Looking forward, we want to sustain and
expand TroutRoutes as a value-added
service to anglers around the country.
This is why we are targeting another major release within the next twelve months
with more features like personalized
notes and saved places, offline maps,
additional supported states, and more.
With this future release, we will also

The TroutRoutes booth at the 2019 Great Waters Fly Fishing Expo.

be transitioning to a subscription-based
model, where anglers can pay-per-use.
This new model will allow TroutRoutes
to sustain and expand with new features
and additional states like South Dakota,
Colorado, and beyond.
Lastly, it shouldn’t go without saying
that TroutRoutes really wouldn’t be
possible without the public resources
made available through government
agencies like the DNR, as well as opensource contributors like Stu Anderson at
TroutSpotr and OpenStreetMaps.
We’re always looking for feedback on
how to make TroutRoutes better and
how to ensure we balance information
for anglers while encouraging responsible use of public resources around trout

streams. To that end, always feel free to
email me at zpope@troutinsights.com
for comments or feedback.
Editor’s Note: Zach Pope is the creator of
TroutRoutes, a visual mapping service to
help users find local trout streams. Download from the App Store or head to www.
troutinsights.com for more information.

Right: Detailed map of Pickwick
Creek in Winona County using
TroutRoutes. TroutRoutes provides public land and easements,
trails & road access, and even
designated parking spots.

UMD Fly Fishing Club Donation to Gitche Gumee TU

Students of the University of Minnesota Duluth’s fly fishing club came together
for a movie night at the Great Lakes Fly Shop to raise funds for the local Gitche
Gumee Trout Unlimited Chapter as a way to cap off the school year. The club, started through TU’s Costa 5 Rivers program, is UMD’s first ever fly fishing club. They
have already been making an impact through river cleanups, fundraisers, and
raising awareness for fly fishing at UMD.
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IT’S TIME TO SHOOT
YOUR VIDEOS.

THE MINNESOTA TROUT UNLIMITED

2020 FLY FISHING

FILM AND VIDEO SHOWCASE
Saturday, March 21st

SUBMISSION DEADLINE FEBRUARY 15th, 2020 • WWW.GREATWATERSFLYEXPO.COM

MARCH 20-22, 2020
Hamline University
St. Paul, MN
proceeds Support MN Trout Unlimited
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MNTU Education Update
By Amber Taylor, MNTU Education Program Supervisor

I

Willow Lane Elementary students learned how to use dichotomous keys and life-sized replicas to identify Minnesota fish species.

t was a wonderfully busy winter and
spring for Trout in the Classroom
teachers and students! In February,
students around the state had the opportunity to tie their first flies, including
San Juan Worms, Marabou Buggers, and
even some of their very own, never before seen, fly creations. There were lots
of smiles, and few frustrations, as they
explored the challenges and fun of tying
flies!

The annual TIC Summit was held in
March and 400 students from participating schools descended upon Saint Paul
College for a day of hands-on learning
experiences. Participants got up close
and personal with live aquatic insects,
reptiles, and amphibians, explored local watersheds using maps, groundwater
models, and stream table simulations,
tried their hand at fly and spin casting,
used dichotomous keys and replicas to
learn about and identify fish and mussels
species of Minnesota, painted colorful
fish prints, and explored natural resource
career opportunities. A huge thank you
to all of our partners and volunteers
that helped make this event possible,
including the MN DNR, National Park
Service, Nine Mile Creek Watershed
District, Washington Conservation District, US Forest Service, and many more!

Students also learned from each other,
presenting projects they had worked on
throughout the year about their trout and
watersheds. The video put together by
Riverview Elementary students about
their studies of the Vermillion River in
Farmington can be found on the MNTU
Trout in the Classroom web page. Check
it out!
Teachers and students began releasing their fingerlings in bodies of water
throughout Minnesota in April. As you
read this newsletter, hundreds of little
rainbow trout are exploring their new
homes, hiding from predators, and hunting insects in the Battle River, Clearwater River, Tioga Mine Pit Lake, and
Clearwater Lake up north; the Vermillion River and Brown’s Creek in the
metro area; and the Whitewater River
in southeastern MN. The trout release is
the culmination of a lot of hard work by
teachers, students, volunteers, and the
MNTU education team throughout the
year!
In addition to releasing their trout, students explored these bodies of water and
engaged in aquatic macroinvertebrate
studies, fish identification, casting and
trout lifecycle games, fishing, watershed
clean ups, and nature scavenger hunts.

Murray Middle School students received
a surprise when a DNR truck showed up
with 350 rainbow trout to be stocked in
the Vermillion. They learned about the
process and had the opportunity to assist with carrying nets full of year-old
rainbows to the water. Stillwater Area
High School AP Environmental Science
students explored Brown’s Creek with
a DNR Fisheries team as they demonstrated the process of electroshocking,
explaining the equipment and how the
data is used as an informative aspect of
fisheries management.
As the school year comes to a close, I’d
like to give a shout out and huge thank
you to all participating Trout in the
Classroom teachers! Their hard work and
dedication to this program is admirable,
weaving it into an already packed curriculum and schedule so their students
can be a part of some fantastic environmental education learning opportunities.
Outside of the field days and classroom
visits by MNTU educators, teachers lead
their students in numerous discoverybased activities throughout the year,
such as observation journals, fish dissections, data collection, graphing of water
chemistry values, fish and watershed research studies, water and nitrogen cycle
activities, habitat restoration, pollution
and fertilizer impacts, aquaponics, and
visits to nearby hatcheries.
Regardless of the extra time it takes to
be a part of this program and the finger
crossing in hopes that the fish make it to

Bemidji area elementary students explored the natural resources
along the water at their release event with help from volunteers
from MNTU’s Headwaters chapter.

their release date, teachers love having
TIC in their classrooms.
“The real-life experience for students
is second to none! For students to be
able complete a fall macroinvertebrate
study in the same local trout stream
they will release trout that they hatched
and raised in the classroom is an awesome educational experience.” – Glenn
Boettcher, Stillwater Area High School.
“TIC is a phenomenal program. It is rare
to have the privilege of using hands-on
learning to experience the life cycle of
fish in real time, and over the seasons.”
– John Weimholt, Hazel Park Preparatory Academy.
“This is a wonderful program that has
become a staple in the Agriculture department. With as many cultures and
languages as we have, the visual and
hands-on stimulation with the activities
we are able to do with these fish are endless.” – Brad Novacheck, Humboldt
High School.
Trout in the Classroom in Minnesota will
continue to grow over the coming years
as teachers learn about the program, and
there is already a long list of interested
schools for the 2019-2020 school year!
Opportunities to volunteer and assist
with this program exist throughout the
state. Please visit our Trout in the Classroom page at mntu.org/trout-in-theclassroom on how you can get involved.

Benilde St. Margaret 8th graders released over 300 fingerlings into
the Vermillion River in Farmington.
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How MNTU Habitat IMprovement
Projects are Completed
By John Lenczewski

A

East Indian Creek immediately after habitat improvement, and less than one year later.

newly installed habitat improvement project can initially
look like anything but an improvement. Perhaps this has happened
to you: You pull up to a site within
days of the construction crew’s departure and are a little shocked to see
erosion control blankets and mulch,
rather than the lush vegetation you expect along trout streams. But a year or
two later, you happen by the same spot
and this time see a beautiful stream
corridor filled with native vegetation,
birds, insects and rising trout. This
article explores when a habitat project
is truly complete, mechanisms used to
complete projects, and the long-term
maintenance needs. You’ll see why
new projects actually take a couple
more years and several repairs before
completion, and how MNTU plans and
contracts for this to make sure projects
are well finished.
When are Habitat Improvement
Projects Truly Complete?
When we begin a project, most sites
lack stable in-stream cover habitat,
have steep, eroding streambanks, and
feature stream channels that are disconnected from their floodplains. Correcting these degraded conditions requires
soil excavation, grading and re-sloping.
Care is taken to compact soil around
installed habitat features such as rock,
logs, and bank cover structures, but additions of soil and rock are common in
many of these spots until things fully
settle.
Vegetation along the stream plays a
key role in holding soils and increasing
the durability of projects. The root systems of grasses and broad leaf plants
are essential for holding soils near water and on slopes. But establishing adequate plant and root density to resist
erosion takes time. Full establishment
can take many years, but for purposes
of considering a project more or less
“complete,” we look for adequate roots
capable of holding soils in floods. This
is achievable on most sites within a
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few years of installation.
Every stream transports sediment in addition to moving water. Habitat projects
are designed with two separate flows in
mind: low flows in which in-stream habitat must function, and high flows which
help create and maintain deeper habitat.
Flood flows shape a stream’s channel,
scour out pools, and move sediment.
As floodwaters recede, they lose their
ability to carry sediment and they drop
cobble, gravel, sand and silt in more or
less predictable places. Some project
designs count on a couple floods to finish them, by depositing gravel, sand and
silt on inside bends and low velocity areas, such as wide straight stretches. This
allows deposits to build out banks and
narrow the stream.
What is the Process for Completing
Habitat Projects?
Trout streams are incredibly dynamic
places, where water levels fluctuate regularly yet unpredictably. The increasing
frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall
and flooding events complicate work
further. They require more maintenance
or repair to get them from installation
or “substantial completion” to completion. To accomplish this, several years
ago MNTU began adding inspection and
maintenance/repair provisions to construction and oversight contracts. These
require construction contractors and the
design firm providing oversight to perform regular inspections, maintenance
and repair for two full years following
the construction. A typical project built
in August or September 2018 will thus
be inspected and repaired as needed
through August or September 2020.
How to Deal with Erosion and Settling
Soils?
Addressing degraded conditions involves considerable soil excavation,
grading and re-sloping. Contractors
compact soil around installed habitat
features such as rock, logs, and bank
cover structures. Yet this earth moving work often creates empty spaces or

voids which are impossible to see during
construction. Soaking rains and flood
waters eventually cause soils to settle
downward. Lower voids are often filled
by wet soils sifting downward, which, in
turn, creates voids at the surface. Until vegetation becomes well established
erosion is possible, and intervening high
water is common. Thus repairing voids
and erosion by adding gravel or soil is
expected. Our contracts provide a mechanism to make these inevitable repairs.
The challenges of establishing vegetation.
Establishing roots to hold soils through
even moderate, brief, high water events
takes time. Establishing native grasses
and sedges is particularly challenging.
Prairie grasses planted in August typically will not germinate until the following
May or June, and won’t fill in well until
the second summer after construction.
In the interim period, the soils are at risk
of erosion. To provide some protection
and soil stability we typically must add
a cover crop of annual grasses which
germinate rapidly and hold the soil well.
Still progress can be slow, and many invasive plants, notorious for their ability
to quickly colonize disturbed soils, can
jump into a site. Oftentimes, we must
mow the project site around July 1 the
year after installation to prevent nonnative plants from spreading seed and
give native plants a competitive edge.
Mowing allows more sunlight to reach
and warm the soil at a time when native
grasses are just getting going.
Increasingly we are adding separate “extended vegetation management” plans to
construction contracts. The plans focus
on periodic steps needed to better establish grasses and other plants over the
two years following construction. Management steps include carefully timed
mowing, spot spraying, and re-seeding.
Separate contract line items ensure this
work gets done.
Until vegetation is well established,
streamside soils remain extremely vul-

nerable to periodic and unpredictable
rises in water levels, which inundate
the first few feet from the water’s edge
to everything within several dozen feet
of the stream. A variety of methods
are used to keep seed, soil and young
plants in place long enough for sufficient root growth, including straw
mulch, hydromulch products with soil
“tackifiers,” and erosion control blankets. Where flooding is intense, or occurs during or immediately after construction, some soil and seed will be
lost. Severe floods can even strip off
well-staked erosion control blankets.
Thankfully our maintenance provisions now provide a ready mechanism
to ensure repairs are made.
Can Lawnmowers Be Kept at Bay?
Proper maintenance of streamside vegetation entails NOT mowing grasses
and other plants too often or too short.
Where grasses are left long, rising
floodwaters merely flatten grasses, creating an insulating buffer which prevents soil erosion. This ability to withstand floods and hold soil is precisely
why we strive to foster robust native
plants in project corridors.
Several projects have improved streams
sections running through public lands
managed as parkland. Unfortunately,
some maintenance staff of local governments treat the native grasses and
forbs as more turf grass to be mowed
short. This doesn’t just reduce the production of insects which would find
their way into trout stomachs, but can
lead to entirely preventable erosion.
This is an area for sit down chats with
our well-intentioned partners.
Mother Nature’s Role
As noted earlier, some projects leave
spots for receding floodwaters to finish
by predictably depositing gravel, sand
and silt where it will narrow the channel. Some place brush in overly wide
stretches to increase sediment capture
and speed up the narrowing process.
Since moderate floods occur approxi-

mately every one and one-half years, it
may take three to five years for floods
to deposit enough material to noticeably begin narrowing and deepening
the stream.
Why a Two Year “Warranty”?
Several years ago, MNTU began adding inspection and maintenance/repair
provisions to contracts to ensure that
regular inspection, maintenance and
repair of habitat projects is performed
for at least two full years following installation. We are not aware of similar
provisions being used by other entities
involved in fish habitat enhancement
and restoration, but want a reliable
mechanism to keep contractors invested in the projects and taking timely
steps to ensure completion.
A two year period was chosen for a
couple reasons. First, because this is
a reasonable average time to establish
enough vegetation to hold soils in most
cases. Second, we want at least one
flood to test project sites during the
maintenance warranty period. Floods
are the best way to reveal to us, the
designer/construction overseer, and to
the construction contractor whether
they got everything right. This habitat work is done in extremely dynamic
and unpredictable settings and designs involve a fair degree of “art” as
well as science. Sometimes a flood
will show us where the curvature of a
bend or new channel width is a little
off. The most seasoned project designers acknowledge that there are places
on nearly every project where designs
could use adjustment and repairs are
needed. Our inspection and repair provisions provide a mechanism to ensure
shortcomings in designs are discovered
and corrected. They also provide opportunities for designers to learn lessons and incorporate them into future
designs.
Newer Projects are Well Served by
Contract Warranties
The inspection and maintenance requirements now in our contracts
will ensure projects completed with
FY2014 or newer funds will be in very
good shape as each grant period ends.
For example, in southeast Minnesota
we have substantially completed sixteen projects in the past few years and
two more projects are under construction. Spring 2019 inspections began
in late March and all sixteen projects
have been inspected. Most needed no
or very minor maintenance. And most
of those needing work have already
been repaired. A few are slated for minor maintenance in June or July.
An open project on Rush Creek illustrates how our new contract provisions
work even in a worst-case scenario and
lead to repairs and habitat upgrades
which ensure a good, durable project upon completion. Initial installation of this project was completed at
the end of the growing season in fall
2018. There was little time for vegetation to take root before the site was hit
by a large flood, the largest since the
historic 2007 flood that devasted Rushford, MN. Approximately 15% of the
project site was damaged. Our routine
inspection in late March discovered the
damage and a follow-up inspection revealed some design shortcomings. In

Notice how a flash flood on Newburg Creek has merely flattened the streamside grasses, leaving soils
and streambanks undamaged.

April the project has redesigned with input from several seasoned practitioners.
More habitat features were added to create additional habitat, while making the
earlier work more durable. The repairs
and habitat upgrades are already underway.
Traveling Trees?
Large transitory trees, which make their
way into stream bends, can cause substantial damage if left too long. On
southeast Minnesota projects most trees
along these cold, spring-fed streams
must be removed in order to reconnect
streams to their floodplains. Historic
abuses left valley bottoms buried in
deep deposits of soil eroded from the
uplands. This traps streams in steep-sided trenches cut off from access to their
floodplains. Restoring a stream’s access
to its floodplain is essential for maintaining good in-stream habitat. Trees must
be removed to enable excavation of excessive legacy sediments. A few trees
may be left to appease a landowner’s
desire for shade for livestock. Floods
or windstorms sometimes topple these
scattered trees and windstorms can send
trees tumbling down from steep wooded
slopes.
More commonly, floods transport entire trees from properties upstream of
the project site. Even “average” floods
can move very large trees. When a tree
becomes lodged in a bend, high flows
are diverted into stream banks and blow
them out, along with whatever wellplaced habitat features are present: deep
rooted grasses, rocks, habitat structures,
embedded cover logs, etc. Removal
of downed trees and repair of eroded
streambanks is necessary to maintain or
restore good in-stream habitat.
New Severity in Floods
Weather data indicates that the fre-

quency of intense rainfall and flooding
is increasing in Minnesota. In 2013, the
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) updated its precipitation
frequency atlas of the United States. Volume 8, Version 2.0 of this “NOAA Atlas
14” covers Minnesota. Beginning in
2014 we have required the design firms
to incorporate this new data into habitat
designs and design projects to withstand
flood flows exceeding updated understandings of a “100-year event.” Even
we have been experiencing some epic
floods over the past decade. Reconnecting more and more accessible floodplain
will disperse more flood energy, but very
deep floodwaters will have the power to
deposit large rocks on floodplains and
carve entirely new channels. Left unaddressed, this type of damage could mean
a century or more of unstable “streams”
lacking any significant habitat. In contrast, timely action shifting streams back
into pre-flood channels and repairing
key bends could mean many decades of
productive, well-functioning habitat.
Funding Long-Term Maintenance
and Repair
MNTU has managed recent projects
and grants in such a way that sufficient
funding remains to ensure maintenance/

repair under contracts is done on projects built under open grants. However,
MNTU completed an additional 46
habitat projects, which are now four to
ten years old. There is no ready funding source to undertake maintenance
or repair on those projects, other than
general DNR fisheries dollars and potentially Outdoor Heritage Fund dollars.
Until recently we had assumed that the
DNR, with TU assistance, could keep
pace with any maintenance needs. That
was overly optimistic given changes in
fisheries staffing, budgets, how trout
stamp funds are used, and the growing
number of project miles. After discussions with the Lessard-Sams Outdoor
Heritage Council, we have decided to
seek Outdoor Heritage Fund dollars to
undertake maintenance and repair on
most of these 46 projects. The objective is to perform whatever actions are
needed now to keep projects in, or return them to, the best possible shape to
ensure habitat benefits and durability
for several decades. Finding funding
for ongoing maintenance for another
ten years out remains a future challenge.

Habitat Helpers Needed
We need volunteers to assist with maintenance inspections of completed projects, as well as numerous hands-on tasks on 2019 projects.
To volunteer or receive information on opportunities to help with inspections and/or hands-on work, simply send an email to: monitor@
mntu.org List “inspection,” “habitat help” or both in the subject line
and tell us what type of things or specific streams you might want to
help with. Please provide a phone number; we will not use your information for other purposes. You can unsubscribe at any time.
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Youth and Family Fishing Programs
Summer 2019 Opportunities and Dates

As a component of Trout in the Classroom (TIC), MN Trout Unlimited is excited to offer Youth and Family Fishing Programs
in partnership with parks and recreation departments throughout the Twin Cities metro area. We would like to invite MNTU
members, TIC teachers and students, and their families to join
us for a few hours of fun, learning, and meeting other anglers!
There will be both spin and fly fishing programs that are open
to the public, and will teach you everything you need to know:
how to set up a rod, cast like a pro, and take fish off your hook.
You’ll also learn about the different kinds of fish and the various
baits used to catch them. All equipment is provided. Guardians
and youth over 16 years old will need to buy a MN fishing license. See below for partner contact information, dates, times,
and locations. Check the MNTU TIC website for further details
and how to register: www.mntu.org/trout-in-the-classroom.

Partner Information

Date

Minnetonka Parks and Rec
Saturday, June 15
952-939-8200
Ramsey County Parks and Rec
Sunday, June 16
651-748-2500
Burnsville Parks and Rec
Tuesday, June 18
952-895-4514
Burnsville Parks and Rec
Wednesday, June 19
952-895-4514
Eden Prairie Parks and Rec
Saturday, June 22
952-949-8470
Minnetonka Parks and Rec
Tuesday, June 25
952-939-8200
Wright County Parks and Rec
Thursday, June 27
763-682-7693
MNTU Fishing Skills Educators
Friday, June 28
952-261-2672
Ramsey County Parks and Rec
Saturday, June 29
651-748-2500
Washington County Parks
Tuesday, July 2
651-430-8370
MNTU Fishing Skills Educators
Friday, July 12
952-261-2672
Ramsey County Parks and Rec
Saturday, July 13
651-748-2500
Dakota County Parks
Tuesday, July 16
952-891-7000
Eden Prairie Parks and Rec
Saturday, July 20
952-949-8470
MN Valley NWR & L.L. Bean
Saturday, July 20
Outdoor Programs
Minnetonka Parks and Rec
Tuesday, July 23
952-939-8200
Ramsey County Parks and Rec
Wednesday, July 24
651-748-2500
Washington County Parks
Thursday, July 25
651-430-8370
MNTU Fishing Skills Educators
Friday, July 26
952-261-2672
Eden Prairie Parks and Rec
Saturday, July 27
952-949-8470
Wright County Parks and Rec
Saturday, August 3
763-682-7693
Ramsey County Parks and Rec
Thursday, August 8
651-748-2500
Washington County Parks
Saturday, August 10
651-430-8370
Eden Prairie Parks and Rec
Saturday, August 17
952-949-8470
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Time

Location

Program
Type

10:00am – 12:00pm

Shady Oak Beach – Minnetonka

Family - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Lake McCarrons County Park – Roseville

Family - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Crystal Beach Park – Burnsville

Youth - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Crystal Beach Park – Burnsville

Youth - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Staring Lake Park – Eden Prairie

Youth - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Shady Oak Beach – Minnetonka

Youth - Spin

6:00pm – 8:00pm

Bertram Chain of Lakes Reg. Park – Monticello

Family - Spin

6:00pm – 8:00pm

Location TBD – check TIC website or contact
Evan Griggs @ tic&mntu.org

Family - Fly

10:00am – 12:00pm

Beaver Lake County Park – St. Paul

Youth - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Lake Elmo Park Reserve – Lake Elmo

Youth - Spin

6:00pm – 8:00pm

Location TBD – check TIC website or contact
Evan Griggs @ tic&mntu.org

Family - Fly

10:00am – 12:00pm

Lake McCarrons County Park – Roseville

Youth - Spin

6:00pm – 8:00pm

Lebanon Hills Regional Park – Eagan

Family - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Staring Lake Park – Eden Prairie

Youth - Spin

10:00am – 2:00pm

Bass Ponds – Bloomington
Amber Taylor @ education@mntu.org

Fly & Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Shady Oak Beach – Minnetonka

Youth - Spin

6:00pm – 8:00pm

Beaver Lake County Park – St. Paul

Family - Spin

6:00pm – 8:00pm
6:00pm – 8:00pm

Cottage Grove Ravine Reg. Park
Cottage Grove
Location TBD – check TIC website or contact
Evan Griggs @ tic&mntu.org

Family - Spin
Family - Fly

10:00am – 12:00pm

Staring Lake Park – Eden Prairie

Family - Spin

10:00am – 12:00pm

Bertram Chain of Lakes Reg. Park – Monticello

Youth - Spin

6:00pm-8:00pm

Lake McCarrons County Park – St. Paul

Family - Spin

7:00pm – 8:00pm

St. Croix Bluffs Regional Park – Hastings

Family - Fly

10:00am – 12:00pm

Staring Lake Park – Eden Prairie

Youth - Spin

Building Strong Watersheds
Youth Series: What is a Watershed?
By Evan Griggs, MNTU Environmental Education Specialist

The Baptism River in northeast Minnesota collects water from surrounding forests. Protecting the upper reaches of a watershed can help
keep entire river systems clean and healthy.

What is a watershed? A watershed streams. This will ensure cool and clean
isn’t a building, it is a vital part of nature
that plants, animals, and humans all depend on to survive. A watershed is where
nature stores water on land and shuffles
it towards the ocean. These include underground aquifers, lakes, ponds, wetlands, streams, and rivers. You probably
know of one of these water features near
your home. We all live in a watershed!
Watersheds are made up of many different drainages, which is where runoff
goes in a certain area, and how many watersheds start. Some of these drainages
can be very small, only covering a few
square miles. They can also sometimes
be seasonal, like in spring when the
snow melts. But they keep connecting
and adding their water together, slowly
building up from tiny seasonal trickles
or wetlands, to lakes and streams, and all
the way to the size of the Mighty Mississippi.

Where do trout live in watersheds?

Many of our trout streams in Minnesota
are near the start or middle of a watershed. This is usually because the coldest
and cleanest water is near the start of a
stream. Most trout streams in Minnesota
start from either an aquifer or wetland.
Aquifers and wetlands act like sponges
and filter out pollutants, keep water
cool, and help control flooding. As water travels over land it collects trash and
chemicals left by humans and brings it
into the watershed. Without wetlands or
aquifers, streams can become too polluted for trout to survive in. This polluted
water then keeps traveling through the
watershed and eventually makes it to the
largest lakes, rivers, and the ocean.

Is there a way to help watersheds
be stronger? How can we prevent
pollution from getting into our water? On a large scale, we can make sure
to protect the start, or headwaters, of

water will always be flowing. We can
make sure there are large and healthy
riparian areas along our streams. Riparian areas are buffer zones planted with
prairie grasses or trees. These zones help
clean polluted water before it hits the
stream or lake, and stop erosion during
floods. Riparian areas also make perfect
animal habitat. We can also pick up litter
and throw away trash and recycle properly.

How can you tell if a watershed
is strong? The easiest, and most fun

way is to look at aquatic macroinvertebrates (that’s the long way of saying
water bugs)! There are many different
types of aquatic insects, but some can
only live in very clean water and some
can live in very polluted water. When
you go to a stream or lake to find aquatic
macroinvertebrates, you can drag a net
along the bottom near shore, pick up a
rock and look at the bottom of it, or look
through weeds. There are three species
you should try to find: mayfly, stonefly,
and caddisfly. These insects need the
cleanest water to survive. Stoneflies and
mayflies look like tiny little crabs with
slender, tapered bodies (don’t worry,
they don’t have pincers). An easy way
to tell them apart is by counting their
tails: stoneflies have two, mayflies have
three. Caddis look like caterpillars and
are green with black heads. This species
makes a “case” around their body made
of pebbles, sticks, or bits of leaves and
algae.

Caddis cases can be found in clean streams and can be identified by
their tubular shape. Look at an end of the case and sometimes you
can see the greenish insect inside.

Go explore your watershed this summer!
See if you can find caddis, mayflies, or
stoneflies in the water. Help make it
stronger by picking up litter you see laying next to it. We can all play a part in
building strong watersheds.
Stonefly nymphs can be easily distinguished from mayflies by their
two tails (versus the mayfly’s three).
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Anglers Afield: Tasmania

The 2019 Location for the World Fly Fishing Championship
By Rich Femling

M

Lake River, Tasmania.

y incredible trip to Tasmania, Australia came about
because of a casual conversation I had with my business partner,
Peter Hayes, from Peter Hayes Flyfishing, at the Sandy River Spey Clave outside of Portland, Oregon in 2016. Peter
thought I should make a trip to Tasmania. He runs “Hayes on the Brumby
Fishing Lodge” in Tasmania, which
provides guide service along with lodging and fly casting instruction. Due to
his guiding service always being fully
booked for over a year out, I knew that
I would need to give him two years notice of my intention to visit.
Prior to his 2017 fishing season, I asked
if a visit would work for either 2019 or
2020. He suggested I come out after
he finished his guiding season in April
2019. He blocked 10 days out of his

calendar. I asked Peter if I should bring
a fishing buddy. Without hesitation, he
told me to “bring Carol,” my wife, who
he had met two years prior. Thanks to
Carol, details of the trip were made and
we were off across the International Date
Line and into the Southern Hemisphere
in early April 2019.
We left Minnesota in the midst of an exasperating spring snowstorm, but after a
slight flight delay, de-icing of our plane,
connecting in L.A., and 18+ hours in the
air, we arrived in Sydney, Australia.
We spent a few days in Sydney taking in
the Sydney Opera House and the other
sights that all tourists enjoy, then boarded a bus tour from Sydney to Melbourne,
through Canberra, where we toured Australia’s Parliament House, the embassy
compounds, and national monuments.

From Melbourne, we were taken on another tour along the Great Ocean Road
to see magnificent scenery along the Pacific Ocean and to see the highlight, the
Twelve Apostles, an ocean phenomenon
you have to see to believe with rocky
offshore columns.
After our 10 days on the mainland of
Australia, we flew to Launceston in
Tasmania and noticed immediately how
much greener the landscape was. We
were now in Tasmania, the place where
the 2019 World Fly Fishing Championship will be held. There is a reason that
Tasmania is such a perfect location for
this competition!
The primary game fish in Tasmania are
rainbow trout, brown trout and brook
trout, in a few select lakes. All Tasmanian brown trout are wild fish. When a

Peter Hayes preparing lunch outside of Stanley Harbor.
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lake is stocked, brown trout are captured from one lake and transferred to
the targeted lake. This makes Tasmania
a unique place for the Championship
because most of these tournaments use
heavily stocked waters. 34 countries
will be competing in this event with
five contestants from each country.
The championship venues comprise
three lakes and two rivers. Lake venues
will be fished from drifting boats and
the rivers will be divided into beats,
and competitors will be permitted to
wade. All of the venues have good fish
populations, but the manager of Tasmania Inland Fisheries, Brett Mawby,
revealed that 3,000 brown trout and
1,500 rainbow trout will be stocked in
one of the highlands area’s lakes: Penstock Lagoon.
The Championship will take place during the best mayfly hatches, starting
with team registration on November
30, 2019. The captain meeting and
team draw takes place the next day and
competition starts on December 2. The
draw will determine which countries
will compete against each other.
Peter participated in the 2000 Championship in England and helped Australia
obtain a bronze medal that year. I found
some of the competition strategies described by Peter quite interesting. Two
competitors and a volunteer controller
are in each boat. The competitors toss
a coin to determine who chooses where
the boat should drift for the first half
of the shift. Sometimes it is better to
have the choice for the second half of
the shift because you learned where the
unfavorable water is to shift your competitor to. Each angler has the territory
straight in front of them and 90 degrees
opposite their competitor. Occasionally, a back cast will “accidently collide” with a competitor’s line casting to

a rising fish in front of him/her. Peter’s
favorite method to catch trout is with
a dry fly, but he described a unique
method of the nymph fishing used in
this type of competition. The tournament anglers are highly skilled using
leaders with short sections of different
colors to identify any leader movement
that resembles a strike.
I considered this trip more of a fisheries expedition than a fishing trip. Carol
does not care that much for fishing and
Peter had just finished a long, exhaustive guiding season, so I was more than
eager to just take in “everything Tasmania.” I wanted to learn about their
landscape, their wildlife and most of
all, their fishery. Trout were not native to Australia and there is a history
to their introduction. The technology
to transport salmonids was developed
in Tasmania. Needless to say, it was
not an easy task to have trout in storage while being transported half way
around the world. Brown trout were
successfully introduced from the UK in
1864 after nine attempts. Efforts were

made to introduce Atlantic salmon, but
that species did not remain. One thing
that I found unusual about their trout
lakes, is most of them are less than ten
feet deep and are able to sustain a trout
population.
I asked Peter, “What are the biggest
threats to Tasmania trout?” He provided
four threats, with his biggest concern
being a reduction in water quality, due
to water extraction for hydropower and
agriculture. His next biggest concern
is siltation. The forestry practices in
Tasmania include clear cutting. This,
and poor agriculture regulations, could
cause siltation. The use of insecticides
and pesticides are also a concern of his.
Sheep farming is the prevalent agriculture, but Peter has seen some effect to
trout populations when sheep farm pastures have been converted to crop growing fields. These threats don’t apply so
much to highland lakes because there is
no forestry or agriculture activities taking place there. The only other threat
that Peter worries about is the potential
of several consecutive drought years.

These Tasmanian threats are also the
same threats to our fisheries in Minnesota. One thing that became very clear
to me is how important it is to have a
strong voice from organizations, such as
Trout Unlimited, to help protect what is
so important to us.
Our tour of Tasmania was absolutely incredible. Not only did Peter and his fiancé show us where the championship
will take place, but they showed us how
beautiful the island is. Tasmania offers
unbelievably stunning coastlines and
beaches, beautiful highlands, vast sheep
and cattle pastures, and vibrant cities.
We will always hold the memories of the
abundant wildlife in our hearts when we
think of Tasmania, including the wallabies, wombats, plentiful birds, dolphins,
and, of course, the Tasmanian devils
(now considered endangered).
Prior to our departure, Peter treated us
to a stop at the Essential FlyFisher fly
shop, owned by Mike and Jules Stevens
in Launceston. Peter considers it the best
fly shop in the world. I can see why. It is

a fantastic store with the largest inventory of dry fly and saddle hackle necks
I have ever seen.
It was a great experience for me to get
an inside look at the life of a fishing
guide. There is so much more to guiding than what meets the eye, especially
if the guide service provides lodging
and meals. I will have great appreciation on my next guided fishing trip.
Most US trout anglers prefer New
Zealand to Tasmania and don’t go to
Tasmania because of the distance involved, and because New Zealand has
rivers and Tasmania has lakes. The
theory is, we are more afraid of lakes.
After seeing what Tasmania offers,
I highly recommend it. And, if you
should decide to go to Tasmania, be
sure to book yourself a guide and talk
to me, because I want to go with you!
Rich Femling is the founder of Rose Creek
Anglers, Inc. - www.rose-creek.com
Rose Creek Anglers manufactures the
Peter Hayes Stripper Clip –
www.peterhayesflyfishing.com

Sheep farming is a prevalent agricultural practice in Tasmania and is being replaced with crop farming in some areas.
This replacement poses a significant threat to the trout waters of the country.
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Win-Cres Chapter
Bamboo Rod Raffle
The Win – Cres Chapter of TU is offering a fundraising raffle featuring a bamboo rod made by Steve Sobieniak at Root River Rod Co. in
Lanesboro, MN. Steve is a long time rod maker who set up his trip
guiding and rod shop a couple years ago. He uses top-grade bamboo
and a design that results in a rod that is hollow for great action, but
light weight. The specifications for the rod being offered are: 8 foot
for 5 wt. line and medium fast action. Rod bag and case are included.
If you are interested in tickets, they are $10. Send cash, check or money order to Jim Clark at 391 Dresser Drive, Winona, MN 55987.
There are two choices. If you are satisfied with an electronic notification of your ticket number, provide an email address, we will communicate the number and put the stub in the drawing. If you require a hard copy, signify that and one will be mailed to you. The drawing
will be in Winona at our game feed fundraiser on 11/23/2019. Requests must be received by 11/15/2019. One does not have to be present
to win. We plan to start receiving entries on 6/1/2019. Tickets may also be obtained by stopping at Root River Rod Co. in Lanesboro. MN
regulations require ticket purchasers to be at least 18 years old.
Steve has also offered that if a person buys 10 tickets or more, and that person wins, he will throw in a guided day trip in SE MN. This is
a deal you can’t refuse!

Fly Fishing Retreat - Bemidji
Women, men, youth with parents, all are welcome!

Location: Bemidji, MN in the center of the Northwoods lake country with excellent pike, walleye, bass and muskie fishing.
Offered by Bob and Val Wagner of Riverwood Design and Headwaters Trout Unlimited Chapter 642. Come and learn the sport of fly fishing. This is a fun
and informal, yet comprehensive, hands-on experience that builds confidence and skills in fly fishing. Focused on your needs and experience level. You
will learn basic skills, knowledge of equipment, fishing techniques, flies to use, reading the water, and casting, as well as on the water fishing.
Saturday, August 10, 9AM-6PM.
Fee: $75 (8 hrs instruction + lunch)
Optional addition: Evening gourmet dinner, fly tying lesson and more fly fishing tips. $20 more ($95 for 9AM-9PM).
Register by calling 218-766-7757, call soon class size is limited. After registering, mail fee and any dietary restrictions to:
Bob and Val Wagner
12745 Three Culverts Rd NE
Bemidji, MN 56601

Including MNTU in your Estate Planning

A

ny loss in a family is challenging. It’s much easier to delay
answering
uncomfortable
questions such as, “What happens to
my assets and my loved ones when I
or my partner dies?” So it’s no surprise
that roughly half of Americans don’t
have a will, and even fewer have an
estate plan. While it is a hard subject
to discuss, an estate plan goes much
further than a will. Not only does it
deal with the distribution of assets and
legacy wishes, but it may help you and
your heirs pay substantially less in
taxes, fees, and court costs, as well as
benefit the people and causes that you
care about.
Including MNTU in your estate plans
not only helps to provide for future
programmatic and organizational security, it can take many different forms
to balance your financial and philanthropic goals. Drafting these documents may seem like a daunting task
at first, until you realize all the good
that comes from having them. A gift in
your will or living trust lets you make
a meaningful gift to MNTU with ease
and be flexible in your commitment.
You can give cash, specific property

or a percentage of your estate, with restrictions or without. Because your gift
doesn’t come to MNTU until after your
lifetime, you can change your mind at
any time. To make sure your will accomplishes your goals according to your
wishes, we recommend that you obtain
the professional counsel of an attorney who specializes in estate planning.
We’ve included specific bequest language below for usage with individual
or estate planning.
Bequest Language
The official bequest language for Minnesota Trout Unlimited is:
Unrestricted General Legacy:
“I give Minnesota Trout Unlimited, a
Minnesota non-profit corporation, presently at 7201 West 78th Street, Suite
207 Bloomington, MN 55439, the sum
of (dollar amount)/ or percentage of
(___%)/ residue of my estate to be used
at the discretion of its governing board.”
Specific:
“I give Minnesota Trout Unlimited, a
Minnesota non-profit corporation, pres-

ently at 7201 West 78th Street, Suite 207
Bloomington, MN 55439, my (specific
personal property item(s) and/or real
property located at ____________) to
be used at the discretion of its governing
board.”
Gift of Residuary Estate:
“All the rest, residue and remainder of
my estate, both real and personal, and
wherever situated, I give, devise and bequeath to Minnesota Trout Unlimited, a
Minnesota non-profit corporation, pres-

ently at 7201 West 78th Street, Suite
207 Bloomington, MN 55439 to be
used at the discretion of its governing
board.”
The information above is not intended
as legal or tax advice. For such advice,
please consult an attorney or tax advisor. Contact our executive director,
John Lenczewski, with any questions,
or for assistance with estate planning,
using this language or using this process: jlenczewski@comcast.net or at
612-670-1629.
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www.lakeladyrods.com
rodbuilder@lakeladyrods.com - 218-562-4512

Pine Valley Farm
A private community of woods, water and wildlife in Northwest Wisconsin, less than 2 hours from the Twin Cities.
Pine Valley Farm is a trout lover’s dream.
Nestled in the woods and along the water are
historic trails, roads and homes. With only 18
memberships, this nearly 100 year-old collective offers the best in quiet relaxation in the
great outdoors.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 5 miles of three different wild, naturally reproducing trout streams
Habitat improvement on 3.4 miles of trout
streams
12.8 miles of maintained hiking paths
4 small lakes
Over 1000 acres of private land to explore,
hike, fish and hunt
On-site caretaker
Quiet, conservation-minded community

SHOP HOURS
Tues-Fri 10-6
Sat 9-5
Closed Sun & Monday

310 Belknap St - Superior, WI 54880

Learn more about properties for sale
www.pinevalleyfarm.org

www.superiorflyangler.com
(715) 395-9520
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Fishing and Painting
in Minnesota’s Driftless
By Bob White

M
clear.

y good friends, Mike and John, had planned a late spring fishing trip to
Minnesota’s Driftless region, and I was asked to join them. The timing
was perfect: The hatches would be at their peak and the rivers low and

And, it would have been perfect -- if it hadn’t started to rain. As we drove south
from the Twin Cities, multiple thunderstorms pummeled the area with up to nine
inches of rain. Tornadoes touched down to the south of us, and Decorah, Iowa
was flooded for the second time in weeks.
Every river we crossed was swollen beyond its banks and ran the color of a latte
with extra milk. Still, Mike, who’d organized the trip, remained positive and even
upbeat about the fishing. We were told that the tributaries to the larger rivers are,
for the most part, spring-fed and remain fishable even after the severest deluge.
John and I were guardedly skeptical. Only Mike’s loyal dog, “Moose,” remained
positive.
The first day, we fished a meadow stream born from two spring creeks. While a
bit off-color, it fished well. The larger of the two spring-fed tributaries was clear
and fished like a dream. We leapfrogged up the stream, trading water as good
friends do, and we all caught fish. Surprisingly large fish, given the size of the
creek.
I was alone, around a bend, and hidden from sight when a nice brown took my
dry fly. After a short fight, I brought him along side for the release, but he was so
beautiful and the light so perfect, that I decided to snap some photographs. I knew
in the instant I took the shot that the reflective quality of the fish and the wondrous
patterns of color and light in the water would inspire a painting.
The older I become, the more interested I am in painting color and reflected light.
Editor’s Note: Bob White is a renowned artist whose artwork has been featured
far and wide within the fly fishing community. He resides in Marine on the St.
Croix, MN and is on the TCTU Chapter board.

Mike Dvorak fishes a Minnesota Driftless stream with loyal dog, moose, by his side.
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Fly Fishing Techniques
For Minnesota Trout

S

By Carl Haensel

ummer is here, and it’s time to get
out fishing. When folks start gearing up for the next weekend adventure to their local trout water, or further
afield to the far corners of the Driftless
or North Shore, we often get questions
on how to approach the water. With the
myriad of trout waters that we’ve got
in Minnesota, there are many ways to
start fishing them. If you’re headed out
with a fly rod, here are a few methods
to start your explorations of the thousands of miles of quality trout streams
and the abundance of trout lakes around
the state.
Nymphing SE MN Trout Streams
We’re fortunate that many of our SE MN
trout waters are full of fish. Boasting
some of the highest fish concentrations
in the region, some areas have 2,000 or
3,000 trout per mile. Some have even
more. Catching these fish is not always
easy. If you approach the stream, and
don’t see trout rising to a hatch, it can
be challenging to know where to begin.
Nymphing is one method that can help
get you started fishing almost any day on
the water.

SE Minnesota trout feed primarily subsurface. While hatches can be prevalent,
there are always mayflies, caddisflies,
scuds, and other macroinvertebrates
drifting in the current and available as
food. If you haven’t looked at the macros in your favorite stream, take the time
to examine them. Most streams host
great numbers of small, dark mayflies.
Look for them on the bottom of rocks
and in aquatic vegetation. Many of
these mayflies eventually hatch as blue
winged olives, or similar small mayflies.
Dark and tiny, they are well matched by
a size 18, or sometimes even size 20,
pheasant tail nymph. Try using a small
pheasant tail nymph as the second fly of
a two-fly rig. If you’re a new angler, a
singular pheasant tail can be easier to
cast. If you’re looking for a good lead
fly to use, try a scud. Gray scuds are excellent flies for SE MN, and are found
in great abundance in aquatic vegetation
like watercress. Start out using them in
sizes 14 and 16.
Let the stream decide what you should
be using, and you’ll have better success
on the water after doing some observation. When you tie on these flies and
drift them down the stream, try to get
a “dead drift,” where your flies float in
the water at the same speed as the current. A small strike indicator can help
show the progress of your flies down the
stream. Be attentive to any hesitation
in your drift, and set the hook, even if
you think you may have hooked a snag.
Sometimes the largest trout can feel like
you’ve hooked a log.
In deep runs and pools, use plenty of
weight to get down to the bottom, especially on bright, sunny days. Our wild
brown trout will often be in the rocks
near the bottom of the run, and a deeper
presentation can catch more fish. It’s
better to lose a few flies to the rocks than
to catch fewer trout.

Foam below waterfalls is an excellent place to search for brook trout in northern MN. Add movement to
your presentation with a skitter or skate to trigger brookies to bite.

As summer gets warmer in Minnesota,
look for more active fish in the Driftless
to be in faster water. While you can often see many fish holding in deep pools,
these fish can be very hard to convince
to bite. Fast, deep water can hold a few
active fish in each run. Search out these
locations and you’ll often be rewarded
with a nice brown trout. You won’t be
able to see the fish in these locations, and
this will allow you to be closer when you
cast, allowing for a better presentation.
Using lighter tippet can also help, as can
fluorocarbon tippet, which is nearly invisible underwater. If you’re fishing a
two-nymph rig, try using 5x tied to your
lead fly, and 6x to your trailer. This will
help catch spooky fish, and if you snag
up your trailing fly, you will be more
likely to only lose one fly and not both.

movement to their flies. While trout that
are feeding during a mayfly hatch will
often prefer a fly that is drifting naturally
with the current, trout that are opportunistically feeding often will aggressively
strike at skittered or skated patterns. Try
casting your dry fly and trailer rig across
the current, and skittering it back toward
you, then dropping your rod tip to let it
drift naturally for a few feet. Often this
can be a great method to find the most
active fish in a run or pool on the North
Shore.
If the sun is high in the sky, another trick
for finding trout in the Northland is to
look for foam on the water. “Foam is
home” rings true for North Shore brook
trout, and they are commonly more than
willing to grab a dry fly tossed into a
foam patch. Move your fly around so
that it imitates a trapped insect stuck in

the foam for greater success.
Anglers should note that if they start
catching lots of small rainbows below
barrier falls, those are young steelhead.
If you’re getting high numbers of smolts,
change your patterns or fishing methodology slightly so that you let these valuable fish grow. These smolts will head
out to Lake Superior and return as hardfighting adult steelhead in a few years.
Streamer Fishing MN Trout Lakes
Minnesota is fortunate to have designated stream trout lakes scattered throughout much of the state, with good numbers of them in central and northern MN.
If you’re headed to a stream trout lake
for the first time, it can be challenging
to know how to try to find the fish. For
many dedicated stream anglers, a lake
is akin to a huge pool. The question of

Dry Fly Fishing NE MN Trout Streams
While SE MN streams have an abundance of insects, northeast streams have
very few. This means that our wild
brook trout on the North Shore can’t be
as picky about what they eat. If something edible floats by, often the brook
trout will come up and inspect it, if not
just eat it outright. While the NE trout
can be less picky, they are fewer and
further between. Using a dry fly as a
searching pattern can be a great option
when you’re working new water. If
you’re above barrier falls on Lake Superior tributaries, using a dry fly that is
trailed by a small dropper of a mayfly
emerger, or another similar pattern, can
work well. If you’re fishing below barrier on the North Shore, remember that
you’re limited to a single hook by regulation.
While anglers in many parts of the country are used to fishing flies with a dead
drift, North Shore trout anglers should
seriously think about adding a lot of

Driftless brown trout can be caught throughout
the summer on nymphs like this beadhead pattern.

where to start is always at hand, and how
best to cover the water.

ly good, especially those tied with rabbit
strips.

While there can be some great hatches
on our MN trout lakes, like the fabled
Hex hatch, often, when you show up,
no trout are rising. The best bet to start
finding trout in these situations is not
to toss dry flies, but to cast streamers.
Streamer patterns, whether basic Woolly
Buggers or more advanced rabbit strip
patterns or other flies, can be all worked
very similarly. Often, success on a trout
lake is less about the specific pattern that
you’re using, and more about finding the
trout and presenting to them well. Start
by thinking about the water temperature.
Even in our northern MN trout lakes, the
heat of the summer warms up the water
near the surface too much. If you can,
avoid fishing our trout lakes during truly
warm periods. Not only will the fishing
be slow, but fish can be severely stressed
if they’re released into warm water at, or
near, their thermal limit.

As the waters warm, trout will drop into
slightly deeper water. Adding a sink tip
to the end of your fly line, or using a full
sinking line can make all the difference
in the world if you’re out on the water in
these conditions. Streamers that imitate
small minnows can work well, as many
of our designated trout lakes have small
forage fish like dace or fathead minnows
in them. White, olive and mixed patterns can produce in these situations.

In springtime and early summer, as well
as in fall, streamer anglers can start casting along shorelines and shallows when
the water is appropriately cold. Trout
like to be where the food is, and while
deep water may appeal to anglers, the
fish will be in the shallows and near
vegetation if they are able to tolerate the
water temperature. Working a lightly
weighted streamer through these areas
can be a killer technique. Black streamers that imitate leeches can be particular-

Regardless of the location, remember
to keep your rod tip low when you’re
working streamers in trout lakes. Use
the action of your strip to provide motion to the fly, not the movement of the
fly rod. This will allow you to have the
best shot at hooking fish when they hit.
Don’t raise your rod to set the hook the
moment that you feel a fish strike. Instead, strip-set the fly, by continuing to
move it forward until you feel the pressure of the fish on the line. Often, trout
will miss the fly multiple times before
you hook them. Keep stripping until you
hook up. If you raise the rod up, often
you will not only miss the fish, but lose
the opportunity to hook it again.
Editor’s Note: Carl Haensel is the Northern MN Vice Chair for MNTU and on the
Gitche Gumee Chapter board. He is a fly
fishing guide, writer and photographer
based in Duluth.

Commercial Properties for Lease
in the Twin Cities

Belt Line Properties is a family owned and managed company offering spaces
for lease in eight office and office/warehouse properties in St. Louis Park. All
are centrally located off Highway 100 and 36th Street in St. Louis Park, MN.

www.beltlineproperties.com

look for riffles and runs to produce trout while nymphing in the
summer in the SE Minnesota Driftless region.

Select Poetry
By Larry Gavin

Brook Trout: Spring Creek
When this brook trout
comes to hand,
landed, it spirals back
through all the generations
just like it. Back to the beginnings
of this place.
This fish,
reflecting the smooth
wetness of scales, and beneath
scales, pink flesh.
I think, “You are not the first
gentleness to cross
this hand.” And with that
return it to the icy
water. Then I linger
a moment before
stepping upstream
into my only life.
Larry Gavin is a poet from Faribault, Minnesota. He is the
author of four books of poetry. His fifth, A Fragile Shelter:
New and Selected Poems will be available in 2019 from Red
Dragonfly Press. www.redragonflypress.org

A PROUD SPONSOR OF MNTU!

2019 MNTU Photo Contest Winners
Showing Off Minnesota Waters and Trout

First Place: “The South Fork of the Root River. Early spring fishing with Cindy Winslow. The limestone cliffs that the spring-fed rivers have
cut through are so integral to the beauty of the driftless trout streams in Minnesota.” Monta Hayner Photo.

Second Place: Trout fishing in Fillmore County.
Justin Carf Photo.
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Third Place: Ready to swim away. A nice brown trout from
the Driftless area of Minnesota. David Holmes Photo.

Honorable Mentions
Above Left: “upper part of the North Branch of the Whitewater.
I have fished this for 30 years. It has this dramatic canyon view you
would not expect to see in Minnesota.” Garrett Grabko photo.
Above Right: “Preston, MN. Camp Creek. Fishing with mom! Life is all
about adventures and where they might lead you. For my family it
usually leads us down a trail and looking for our next fishing spot
and our newest addition is always there with us.” Katrina Pulham
Photo.
Left: Lester River, Duluth, MN. Jake Dahlke Photo.

Honorable Mention: Wading a fillmore County Trout stream. Micah Crider Photo.

MNTU Chapter News
Gitche Gumee
Chapter
The Gitche Gumee chapter had a busy
spring season with chapter activities and
great success with our local Trout in the
Classroom program.
Our annual “State of the Steelhead”
meeting at Hartley Nature Center on
April 11 was one of our best attended,
with over 40 excited steelhead anglers
getting ready for the season.
Heather Kemp’s 5th grade class from
Lakewood Elementary School successfully stocked the rainbow trout that they
raised all winter long on May 6. Anglers can work to catch them in coming
years in Clearwater Lake near Fredenburg. Look for new schools in Cloquet
and Proctor to join our local TIC family this next year, with great opportunities to get involved with teaching local
kids. We’ve also sponsored a variety of
other educational efforts in the area, using rods, reels and vises donated to the
chapter by Minnesota TU.
The chapter will be hosting tree maintenance events in the summer to help
out our plantings in various locations
throughout the Sucker River watershed.
Keep an eye out for emails inviting
chapter members and friends to spend a
day helping our trees grow and begin to
shade one of our top local trout streams.
We’re excited to report that the UMD
Fly Fishing Club, a TU Costa 5 Rivers
Club, has raised and donated $200 to the
chapter to support our efforts in the area.
Thanks to all the club members for their
hard work and effort!
Unfortunately, the City of Duluth is considering selling a portion of parkland
near the Lester River to generate funds.
Look to area news and chapter emails to
find out how you can help fight this loss
of public land in the Duluth area. Action
on the issue will likely occur in June.
We hope to see you on the water this
summer,
Brent Notbohm

Hiawatha Chapter
May 6 was the annual Hiawatha Trout
Unlimited (HTU) roadside cleanup.
We met members at the Parsley Bridge
about five miles outside of Chatfield,
MN to clean up two miles of Hwy 52
South, then had a BBQ in the parking lot
afterwards.
June 3 will be our next members’ meeting. We will meet in Chatfield, MN and
HTU will teach a casting clinic in Mill
Creek Park, followed by fishing and a
BBQ.
July’s members’ meeting will be skipped
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due to the holiday.
August 5 will be our next meeting and
we will be teaching spey casting. Steve
Sobienak of the Root River Rod Company in Lanesboro will be teaching. We
are still firming up this event. TBA on
the HTU Facebook page and email list.
Thursday, June 13 will be the annual Senior Fishing Day in Sylvan Park at the
ponds, presented by HTU and the DNR
Fisheries office in Lanesboro. Seniors
from several surrounding homes will
join us for a day of fishing and HTU will
make a lunch for the volunteers that help
the seniors. My wife, Shelly Pankow,
will cook awesome hot dogs from Ye
Old Butcher Shop. Chester Daniels and
his family, who have been a large part of
this event for well over 25 years, will be
there to assist, as well as Al Bierley and
his brother on hand to assist the seniors
as well.
June 19-23 will be T.U.N.E. Camp at Eagle Bluff Environmental Learning Center in Lanesboro, sponsored by MNTU
and Pheasants Forever. Many mentors
will be on hand from all over to help kids
aged 12 to 17 years old participate in
outdoor activities like fishing, shooting,
a high ropes course, plant identification
and so much more.
Phil Pankow

Headwaters
Chapter
One of my phenology signals that spring
is coming is the hooded merganser,
which arrived back March 12 on the
Turtle River just north of Bemidji. It’s
hard to believe that a beautiful duck flew
back over two months ago with so much
snow and river ice around. Now everyone is smiling with no ice, open water,
warm weather, blue skies and biting fish.
Hallelujah, we all love Minnesota once
again and we should.
The following updates and upcoming
events start at the Great Waters Expo
and take us up to our fall membership
meeting. Make no mistakes, the following report is all thanks to team effort,
specifically very active TU volunteers
committed to the mission of conservation, protection and restoration of cold
water fisheries.
Membership Recruitment and Diversity: The Great Waters Expo and
the Spring Membership Meeting are
two important events that play a major
role in helping our chapter recruit new
members, including women, to join and
be actively involved. Great Waters this
past spring was our third year of chapter
volunteers displaying our programs and
providing an excellent hands-on fly tying
experience for young and old, beginners
to experienced, tyers. John and Kris,
the committee chairs, designed and implemented a new gurgler pattern (Babe
the Blue Ox) with recognition back to

hometown Bemidji’s Paul Bunyan and
Babe the Blue Ox. Several other improvements in booth design, visitor use
and interaction contributed to a recordsetting 300 visitors, age five to over 80,
tying a fly. All of the 300 participants
showed and voiced real appreciation for
the opportunity to learn a new skill and/
or pattern, and to take home a fly they
tied that can actually catch fish! Chapter
642 volunteers were extremely busy, but
also voiced their personal satisfaction to
be involved in an important educational
“team effort” tied to an exciting, wellorganized and really fun Expo.
March 26 marked our spring membership meeting which set an attendance
record of 53, ten of which were women. We started a new program format,
designed two years ago, instead of one
main presenter, we feature three or four
short presentations by local experts,
all focused on the same theme, such as
“where and how to catch trout.” Exotic,
far away fly fishing trips are really exciting, but we get a bigger turn out for
local tips and tricks on catching fish on
home waters. We also believe additional
advertising on our email list, Facebook
and local newspaper and radio station
helps. Speaking specifically to diversity
and adding more women to our membership, we will be offering a summer fly
fishing workshop, which will be open to
both sexes, to our women’s only spring
class. See the ad in this newsletter (page
18), the workshop is August 10.
Trout in the Classroom: This is our
12th year with Steve Young coordinating
a growing and popular program. May 29
will be the release day for the two Bemidji programs. Both Kelliher and Northhome will release their trout on earlier dates. We might be adding another
classroom in Bemidji next year. Our
program in Northhome has trout twice
the size of the other programs. Kurt is
our classroom teacher in Northhome and
has a farming background, he obviously
knows how to raise livestock.
Restoration: Alder brush removal will
continue on the Kabekona River, please
call John Sorsenson (218-766-8696) if
you are interested. John is also discussing additional projects with Park Rapids
fisheries staff for the nine and seven mile
stretches on the Straight River.
Fall Membership Meeting: Our annual
Fall Membership meeting will be Sept.
24 at CK Dudleys in Bemidji. Schedule:
5pm social and order off the menu, 7PM
short business meeting, 7:20PM fall program of fisheries survey results, including the trophy brown trout waters of the
Straight River. Local experts will also
provide tips and tricks on the best time
and strategies to catch pike and muskies.
There will be door prizes and special announcements, so mark your calendars!
Winter Fly Tying Dates: A quick reminder, last winter marked our 5th year
of Open Community Fly Tying nights.
We held eight Thursday night events,
with an average of 14 participants. The
new larger flat screen TV and two mul-

tiple focus cameras significantly improved the visual quality and instruction
process. We also utilized four different
instructors, which everyone enjoyed.
Jeff Korbel will, once again, be our main
tying instructor. Mark your calendars
for Nov. 21, Dec. 12, Jan, 2, 16, and 30,
Feb. 13 and 27, March 12 and 26, for a
total of nine sessions. Everyone is welcome, beginner to master tyers. Trout
Unlimited sponsors this activity, therefore we provide equipment and all the
materials for beginners. Please call to
reserve your equipment. We start setting
up at 5PM, order food, and are set up for
tying by 6:30PM.
Building TU and Fly Fishing Advocates: Please see the announcement for
the Beginners Fly Fishing Class, Saturday, August 10. Eight hours of instruction, including real fishing experience
and lunch. All equipment provided for
only $75. Bring your spouse, friend or
child. Youth are welcome with a parent.
Bob Wagner

Twin Cities Chapter
Greetings! As we creep into June, I believe we are safe to say that warm weather is here to stay!
It has been a cold, long winter and unfortunately, some of our efforts in the habitat front have been thwarted by Mother
Nature! We have tried, but the snowy
norm of spring kept that white blanket
holding on until the flood waters took
the reins! But brighter days are ahead
and the TCTU chapter looks forward to
assisting MNTU on their habitat days.
Check the TCTU website for up-todate information on locations, projects
and dates where we plan to be gathering. Speaking of gathering, the chapter
has been very busy this spring rolling
out our new strategic plan. The TCTU
board is excited to invite new faces to
join our committees, so if you are interested in getting more involved, send us
an email or come to one of our chapter
events and introduce yourself! We welcome anyone who wants to get more involved in working with youth, instructing others in fly fishing, event planning,
IT work, habitat projects, or fundraising.
There is plenty of work to be done and
we are looking forward to meeting new
people to help us accomplish our goals.
A special thanks goes out to Orvis for inviting the chapter to take part in its MN
Grand-Opening festivities. The weekend
was a huge success, beating all stores in
the United States in sales for a couple of
the days of the Grand Opening. TCTU
board members and their families were
at the store to greet people and share
some of the things the chapter has going
on in the coming months. Orvis is graciously donating 5% of the sales FridaySunday, of the opening, to the Twin Cities TU Chapter. We are very grateful for
this opportunity to partner with such a
wonderful company and look forward to
future opportunities to partner down the
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road, so welcome to Minnesota, Orvis!
Looking ahead and over the summer, the
chapter will be busy finalizing our updated bylaws and sharing these with the
chapter for approval. In addition, we will
be teaming up with other groups to share
opportunities to invite interested people
to learn more about fly fishing. We will
be holding a summer picnic with the Kiap-TU-Wish chapter in Wisconsin and
hosting a couple family/women’s events
throughout the summer. Check out our
website for current details on our board,
chapter events and information about
habitat work.
We are also in the process of updating
our website and a special thanks goes
out to our new webmaster, Kurt Lach,
for the hours of work it takes to make
information easy to access and pleasing
to look at! We are looking for new images of fish and fun on our streams in
Minnesota, so please feel free to drop
the president a note and share a quick
story and picture. Visit our Facebook
page and share some fun experiences.
If you aren’t signed up for TCTU chapter emails please email: renee.hartwig@
twincitiestu.org, Renee Hartwig, our
membership coordinator, so she can update your email to receive information
of happenings and opportunities from
the chapter.
I want to thank the guest speakers, host
sites and chapter members that have presented and attended our chapter meetings and the Expo this past spring. We
have had incredible numbers and new
participants at each event. This is very
exciting and a goal of the TCTU chapter.
A special thanks goes out to the talented
TCTU board for all their hard work planning for the future growth of the chapter.
It is an exciting time for the Twin Cities
Chapter of TU and we look forward to
the coming months of progress.
In the meantime, have a wonderful summer, be sure to get out on the water as
much as you can, and take the opportunities to enjoy nature and share this
excitement with a new person. Passing
your love of the sport and the habitat,
essential for this sustainable resource, is
what it’s all about. Thank you for all you
do, looking forward to connecting soon!
Happy Fishing…
Janine Kohn

Win-Cres Chapter
After a brutal winter, the spring has
gotten off to a slow start. Most things
have been one to two weeks behind the
usual schedule: bird migrations, spring
wildflowers, and insect hatches.
The fishing began to pick up in late
April. The streams are full of trout,
mostly browns, but also brook trout in
the headwaters of many streams and a
few holdover rainbows from last year’s
stocking. Other things to report:

Flooding: A number of streams experienced major flooding this spring.
Several habitat improvement projects
were damaged, most notably a project completed last fall on lower Rush
Creek. Spawning success is likely to
be spotty, with poor reproduction in the
streams that were badly flooded as the
young trout were hatching.
Access: The ability to reach areas
under easement is limited on some
streams, and is a growing concern.
Most easements do not include access
to the stream for the fishing public;
access across private property to eased
areas has historically depended on good
relations with the landowner. As some
properties have been sold, the new owners are much less willing to have the
fishing public park in their yards and
walk down farm roads to the stream.
The amount of money the DNR can pay
for an access easement is limited, often
$1,000 or less. New ideas are needed.

MN Trout Unlimited
Volunteer Appreciation Picnic

Saturday, August 10

11AM Rambling River Park, Farmington
• Free cookout lunch on the banks of the
Vermillion River
• Fishing and casting practice
• Vermillion habitat improvement tour
• Open to all TU members and volunteers
• Kids and famililies welcome!

Agribusiness: Industrial farming and
major feedlots have been blocked, at
least for now. Catalpa Ag’s permit was
denied by the MPCA. They have abandoned their plan. Daley Farms were denied a permit by Winona County. Their
case is the subject of two lawsuits. The
Daleys are challenging the County’s
decision. In a separate suit, the Land
Stewardship Project is suing the MPCA
for failing to require an Environmental
Impact Statement before approving the
Daley application. The Environmental
Quality Board is currently considering
a generic Environmental Impact Statement for the Driftless Region. WinCres members and others are concerned
that the massive amount of manure generated by these operations will degrade
water quality. We have written many
letters and appeared at public meetings.
Outreach: The Win-Cres Chapter is an
official sponsor of the Goodhue Fishing Club. Members traveled to Goodhue in March for fly tying and casting
instruction. The Fishing Club traveled
to Rushford in April for a day on the
stream. We have also been teaching fly
tying at the Winona Middle School and
one of our members, Marlene Huston,
taught fly casting through community
education.
Bamboo Fly Rod Raffle: Steve Sobieniak, owner of the Root River Rod
Company in Lanesboro has generously
donated an 8-foot 5 weight bamboo rod
to our chapter for a fundraising raffle.
It has a medium-fast action, hollow
construction, two tips, and is perfect for
the Driftless streams. The drawing will
be November 23. Tickets are $10. To
encourage folks to purchase ten or more
tickets, Steve has thrown in a bonus: If
the winner has purchased ten or more
tickets, Steve will also provide a free
day with a guide. Anyone wanting to
purchase raffle tickets should send a
check made out to the Win-Cres Chapter of Trout Unlimited to Jim Clark at
391 Dresser Drive, Winona, MN 55987
Chuck Shepard
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Healthy streams benefit everyone, not just anglers.
We’ll assign you to a local MN chapter. Chapters meet regularly to hear about
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how to tie the latest fly patterns.
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Visit www.tu.org today to sign up.
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For those of you who are members of chapters in other states, or who would
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Small Stream Time

T

By Sam Troutt
he heart of the summer is time to cauldrons of water. These little streams
get out and explore our smallest often offer plenty of scrambling to get to
trout streams. These fragile won- our wild trout. Some northern streams
ders, found throughout Minnesota, are a have few trout, but the ones you can find
great resource, and never fail to capture will be large and memorable.
the imagination. In southeast Minnesota, they can often hold oversized trout, Wherever you find them, our headwater
with more than one stream that you can streams are special. This season, get out
hop across occasionally producing trout and make the most of it, share a small
up to two feet in length! From mayflies stream with a friend and make some
hatching in the spring and early sum- summertime memories. Every angler
mer, to hoppers crashing from the banks we have in Minnesota that treasures our
in August, summertime offers lots of smallest waters can be a good advocate
fishing opportunities in the southeast. for them when they are threatened.
Sometimes the best fishing of the summer is on the smallest streams, since If you happen to find something interthey often stay cooler, as they are clos- esting on your journeys this summer
er to many of the spring sources com- around the state, consider sharing it
ing out of the bluffs that line our stream with Minnesota Trout Unlimited. While
valleys. Dodging the occasional ornery MNTU is not looking to find your secret
cow in a pasture only leads to the ad- fishing spots, they are looking for inforventure when you’re on the water. Just mation on what streams hold trout, and
make sure to steer clear of the wild pars- also what streams have challenges. Annip that’s started to invade many of the glers in the field help MNTU learn about
SE MN stream corridors.
problems we need to bring to the attention of regulatory authorities, as well as
In northern Minnesota, small streams can places that we may work on protecting,
be alder-lined tunnels, filled with brook preserving or enhancing.
trout. Sometimes it can be challenging
to make a cast, even if you can see wild As TU works hard on another round of
trout finning in the clear water only a habitat work throughout the state, you
few feet away. Seeping from bogs and can share the wisdom that you gain from
meandering through high forests, these each day on the water, and help lead to a
streams sometimes don’t even get fished stronger, more knowledgeable organizaevery year. Other streams cascade down tion.
the North Shore, with bedrock-lined

Donate to MNTU!

Minnesota TU is the leading voice, your voice, advocating for coldwater fisheries and
watersheds in Minnesota and the region. Our effective advocacy work, and the work
necessary to obtain grants to fund our stream restoration and environmental education programs, cannot continue without your direct financial support of Minnesota
TU. We receive none of the donations raised from TU’s direct mail and other fundraising efforts, and the small portion of your membership dues we receive is less than the
cost to print and mail this newsletter. We need direct support from you - members
and non-members alike - to keep us working effectively for you, your family and your
friends. Every dollar of your donation will be used here in Minnesota.
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John Gierach looking on at Mike Dvorak fishing. Bob White Photo.
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